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Kathy Shayna Shocket has an inside view of the stories that make headlines. 

Check out its unique celebrity lifestyle and PHOTOS. 

 It's the most expensive home in Arizona and if it sells for the asking price of $35 million - it will set a state record.  The photos speak for
themselves that this 12- acre dream is more than a mansion. It’s a PALACE. 

 The 31,000 sqaure- foot main house itself boasts an indoor basketball court with an electric scoreboard and skybox, two elevators,  and a hair
salon.

 

This marble bathroom is one of 20 baths. Imagine coming home through the private gates into this paradise and relaxing in a bubble bath in the
marble tub.

 In fact, located with the mountain views of posh Paradise Valley (the Beverly Hills of the Phoenix area) - the home was named Villa Paradiso by
owner Robert Sussman, President of a New York  hedge fund company. He built this unique PALACE from 2000- 2005.  

The home theater has its own lobby. There’s also an art gallery which runs the length of the home.  In addition to the  maid's quarters,12
garage spaces and 5 car ports, there’s a 3 bedroom guest house with its own pool.  

Upstairs, the master wing and secondary bedroom wing are connected by a stairway bridge.  Catherine Jacobson of Walt Danley Realty has the
listing with global support by Christies International. 
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Kathy Shayna Shocket is a freelance Writer and TV -Field Producer based in Phoenix, AZ. The former TV Reporter has written for
publications such as TIME Magazine, Money Magazine, PEOPLE Magazine, The Hollywood Reporter and The NEW YORK TIMES. You can
reach her at   redkarpetgirl@aol.com
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